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Essential Questions  
 

● What influences our perspectives? 
● Is everyone’s truth the same? 

 
   

Enduring Understandings with Unit Goals 
 
      EU 1:  Social scientists examine evidence in history, geography, economics, politics, and culture to 
      better understand human society and take steps to improve it. 

• Describe the five different subsets of social studies 
• Explain the social and individual benefits of learning social studies 

  
EU 2:  Social scientists consider the source of evidence and seek out multiple perspectives to 
corroborate evidence to find the most likely conclusion, though the truth may remain elusive.  

• Distinguish between primary and secondary sources 
• Explain why and how to corroborate evidence 
• Use evidence to support an argument in an ambiguous situation 

 
 

Standards 
CT Social Studies Frameworks Standards:  
• INQ 6-8.5: Determine the kinds of sources that will be helpful in answering compelling and 

supporting questions, taking into consideration multiple points of view represented in the sources. 
• INQ 6-8.6: Gather relevant information from multiple sources while using the origin, authority, and 

corroborative value of the sources to guide the selection. 
• INQ 6-8.8: Identify evidence that draws information from multiple sources to support claims, noting 

evidentiary limitations. 
• INQ 6-8.9: Develop claims and counterclaims while pointing out the strengths and limitations of 

both. 
• INQ 6-8.10: Construct arguments using claims and evidence from multiple sources, while 

acknowledging the strengths and limitations of the arguments. 
• INQ 6-8.11: Construct explanations using reasoning, correct sequences, examples, and details with 

relevant information and data, while acknowledging the strengths and weaknesses of the 
explanations. 

• INQ 6-8.13: Critique arguments for credibility. 
• INQ 6-8.14: Critique the structure of explanations. 

 
Common Core State Standards: 
• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.6-8.1A: Introduce claim(s) about a topic or issue, acknowledge 

and distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and organize the reasons and 
evidence logically. 
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• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.6-8.1B: Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant, 
accurate date and evidence that demonstrate an understanding of the topic or text, using credible 
sources. 

• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.6-8.1E: Provide a concluding statement or section that follows 
from and supports the argument presented. 

• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.6-8.5: With some guidance and support from peers and adults, 
develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new 
approach, focusing on how well purpose and audience have been addressed. 

• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.6-8.9: Draw evidence from informational texts to support 
analysis, reflection, and research. 

 
 

ISAAC Vision of the Graduate Competencies 
 

Competency 1: Write effectively for a variety of purposes. 
Competency 2: Speak to diverse audiences in an accountable manner. 
Competency 3: Develop the behaviors needed to interact and contribute with others on a team. 
Competency 4: Analyze and solve problems independently and collaboratively. 
Competency 5: Be responsible, creative, and empathetic members of the community. 

•  

 

Unit Content Overview 
 

1. Introduction to Social Sciences 
• Name and describe the five different ways social scientists study the world around them 
• Connect social studies to a real-world, student-identified social issue 
• Write a persuasive paragraph 
 

2. Evaluating Evidence  
• Distinguish between primary and secondary sources 
• Analyze the impact of perspective on evidence 
• Practice corroborating evidence 
• Write and revise an argumentative essay 

 
Interdisciplinary Connection: 

● Language Arts – reading informational texts and writing persuasive, argumentative responses 
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Daily Learning Objectives with Do Now Activities 
Students will be able to… 

• Compare and contrast the five different ways social scientists study the world around them  
• Evaluate and construct ways social scientists can use one or more of the subsets of social studies 

to derive causes and solutions of their social problems 
• Apply evidence to write a paragraph persuading a fellow classmate to learn social studies 
• Compare and contrast the difference in kind and value between primary and secondary sources 
• Narrate and illustrate four personal events that tell us the most about them 
• Generate interview questions to discover different perspectives 
• Analyze the impact of perspective on “truth” in the social sciences 
• Apply corroboration to analyze multiple perspectives 
• Investigate and evaluate evidence in a fictional conflict 
• Synthesize and organize relevant evidence and details from the fictional conflict 
• Create a short essay using evidence to identify the aggressor in the fight, including a rebuttal and 

conclusion 
• Apply teacher feedback to revise an argumentative essay 

 
 
 

Instructional Strategies/Differentiated Instruction 
● Whole group instruction 
● Guided notes 
● Paragraph frames and sentence starters 
● Student-led instruction 
● Teacher modeling 
● Written feedback 
● Think-pair-share and small-group discussions 
● Graphic organizers 
● Cornell notes 
● Accountable talk 
● Homework 
● Word walls with visuals 
● Anchor charts 
● Small group instruction 
● Conferencing 
● Text and video chunking with guiding questions 
● Close reading with text-dependent questions 
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Assessments 

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENTS:  
● Do Now 
● Student discussions and responses 
● Exit Slips 
● Accountable Talk Discussions 
● Completed notes 
● Completed graphic organizers 
● Personal narrative pamphlet 
● Homework 
● Performance Task- “Debating Social Studies” 

o Future Rubric Assessment in 2021-2022 
 

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENTS: 
● Persuasive paragraph (EU 1) 
● “Lunchroom Fight” argumentative essay (EU2) 
● Performance Task - “Debating Social Studies” 

 
 

 
 

Unit Task 
Unit Task Name: “Debating Social Studies” 
 
Description:  In this task, students will work in small groups to debate whether social studies is, as their 
teacher claims, the most important academic subject. Students will use their prior knowledge about the 
value of studying the social sciences (EU 1), along with a handful of pieces of fabricated textual evidence 
to complete a graphic organizer setting up their claims. Students must evaluate the given sources for bias 
(EU 2) and are free to use evidence of bias to rebut other claims. Students will be assigned a side and take 
turns making points. If a group cannot make a point, that group sits down. The final group standing (and 
the premise they represent) wins. Students will be evaluated on their participation in the debate as well as 
their individual graphic organizers created to prepare for the debate.  
 
Evaluation: Summative Assessment and Future Rubric in 2021-2022 school year 
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Unit Resources 
● Stanford History Educational Group https://sheg.stanford.edu/ 
● UNICEF’s https://worldslargestlesson.globalgoals.org/ 
● Other humans at home 
● Laptops or notebooks to capture notes 
● Graphic organizers 
● Worksheets 
● Readings 

 


